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1  Bodies and

Drawing the human body

•R
 ecognise the value of museums and exhibitions.
• I dentify elements in a piece of artwork: colours and
shapes.
• Identify the work of famous artists.
• Create and describe own works of art.

Natural Science link:
Our bodies and health.
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2  Food in art

Portraits and still life

•E
 xplore the possibilities of materials in the natural
environment.
• Identify different art techniques.
• Make a composition: printing and collage.
• Describe own production orally.

Natural Science link:
Our bodies and health.
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3  Art in bloom

Drawing flowers and plants

• Explore our natural environment.
•S
 how curiosity about the artistic possibilities of the
world around us. Appreciate the value of flowers and
plants.
• Discover and understand colour.
• Make a collage.

Natural Science link:
Living things.
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shapes

Museums and sculptures

Food in art

Cold and warm colours

Group-work project

Santa’s daily routine
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4  Let’s make

Drawing and making houses

• Observe elements of artificial environments around us. Social Science link:
•U
 nderstand spatial representation of houses.
Living in society.
• Explore volume and geometric shapes.
• Use recycled materials to make things.

5  Lines and

Drawing and making cars

6  Patterns

Native American totems

a house!

transport

everywhere!

Group-work project

3D shapes

Light and dark colours

Patterns around us

A fairy festival
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• Value unusual art objects around us.
• Explore different drawing tools.
•E
 xperiment with different types of colours and lines.
• Describe own production orally.

Social Science link:
Living in society.
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• Appreciate art’s cultural contribution.
• Experiment with 3D volumes.
• Describe elements of nature around us.
• Talk about own artwork.
• Understand visual information.

Social Science link:
The world around us.
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